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What can I expect from this subject?  
Geography is the subject that helps us understand our rapidly evolving 21st century world 
and the social, economic and environmental challenges which face us.  

The OCR Geography A level has an even balance between Physical and Human topics with 
links constantly being made between the two.  All topics are underpinned by the 
development of the different skills both mathematical and literary, which support the 
subject, as well as a theoretical analysis of the understanding of place and how it affects our 
lives and wellbeing.  

This course is composed of  80% examination through 3 different papers and 20% 
coursework (paper 4). 

Paper one: Physical Systems 
Topics studied: Landscape systems (coasts, deserts or ice); Earths life support systems 
(Water and carbon cycle) 

Paper two: Human Interactions 
Topics studied: Changing spaces, making places; Global connections (Migration, Human 
Rights) 

Paper three: Geographical Debates 

Topics studied: Climate change; Hazardous Earth 

Paper four: Independent investigation 
This is a non-examined assessment whereby students conduct field-work enquiry about any 
aspect of the A level course that takes their interest and submit it as a written piece of 
coursework.  

 

 



What can I do to prepare for this course?  
• Maximise your geographical knowledge and understanding literacy by reading a variety of 
novels and non-fiction texts  

• Always keep a constant watch on the news, both print and TV. 

• If possible, travel as much as you can, explore your local area and new places and be 
inquisitive.  

• Always be asking questions of the places you go and landscapes you see – who, where, 
why, what and how?  

• Take part in the annual Young Geographer of the Year competition run by the RGS.  

What will my next steps be? 
Geography is considered a facilitating subject by the Russell group of top universities, which 
means they value this A level regardless of what course you are applying for.  

Many students go on to study at higher education institutes using their Geography A-Level, 
reading subjects such as geography, international development, as well as a healthy 
combination of joint honours courses. Many Westonbirt students have gone on to have very 
successful careers in a variety of geography-related jobs. Geography is a useful course for 
those who want to keep their options open for a wide range of professional careers but also 
lends itself to planning, event management, law, environmental engineering and journalism. 


